NEW MEMBER for this issue is Dr. Leta L. Speyer, the second woman to join our Society. Her IQ on the Binet Scale is 196, One-in-2.5 Million! She says She is delighted to join our group. You may welcome her, Address: 3691 Brighton 5th Street, Brooklyn, N.Y., 11235, USA. She is our 12th joining member.

R.I.P.

On a much sadder note I have been informed of the Death of member C.R. (Steve) Whiting on the 11th of May. Steve was an invaluable friend and advisor to me over many long years and brought ISPE up from the 30 initial members I had located to a membership of 286. I know with certainty that without his leadership that Society would not have made the gains it has. He was a Man of extraordinary achievements, a confident idealist for the future of Mankind - a believer with vision and hope.

Prof. James L. Blawie wrote suggesting that Dale's UltRec is more or less one of the traditional patterns used by professional memory wizards. He writes: "For example, if one memorizes a particular path of walking through one's house or apartment, and then pictures whatever it is one wishes to remember as being in each of the rooms, or parts thereof, one can memorize a good deal of material. Since the scene in one's memory is not concerned with words, grammar, mathematical figures, or concrete rote learning material, it is not the left brain which is active in the right hander, but rather the right brain. The right brain is able to store in picture form a stupendous amount of material -- far more than the rational, plodding left brain. But that is not to say that Dale's recommended technique is not good. In fact, it is excellent and has already been proven beyond a doubt as effective."

Barry Weiss writes, "I have returned to graduate school to obtain admin credentials ... I am honored to be included as a member ... (And asks) ... of any tests designed to determine VERY SPECIFICALLY in which areas of intelligence and ability an individual excels" If anyone knows of such tests please write to Barry.

So far a few members have sent in donations for this sheet. While this is definitely not required in any absolute sense, it is none the less a help to me, and accordingly I thank them all for their help.

I have received word from the Guinness Book of World Records People having been alerted by articles sent in to them by Ron Hoeftlin. I thank Ron for this. It would appear we have a good chance now of appearing in the 1982 edition.